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Meet the genius



Particles & antiparticles

Same mass

Opposite electric charge

Opposite helicity 

CPT

If a particle is massive 
left and right states 
must exist

A (electrically) charged fermion 
such as the electron as left and 
right states for particle and 
antiparticle (which are distinct 
by electric charge)

Charged fermions couple left-
right states to a scalar (the 
higgs) to generate masses 
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Neutrinos: can use the right 
handed state (that must be 
there if massive) to describe 

the antiparticle
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Neutrino double-beta decay



ββ2ν: two simultaneous β decays 

(Z, A)→ (Z + 2, A) + e−1 + e−2 + νe1 + νe2

ββ0ν: requires massive Majorana 
neutrinos. Non-SM process.
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Neutrino double-beta decay

Neutrino double beta decay 
(standard but rare decay. Lifetime of 
the order of 1018 y for most nuclei

Neutrinoless double beta decay
can only happen if neutrino is a 
Majorana particle

If neutrino mass too small difference 
vanishes 



DEGENERATE

INVERSE

NORMAL

~50 meV

~20 meV

~2 meV
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Degenerate
m1≈m2≈m3» |mi-mj|

 Normal hierarchy
m3> m2~m1

Inverted hierarchy
m2~m1>m3

?

BB0nu & mass hierarchies



Diodes & Bolometers
GERDA
Majorana

Cuore
COBRA

Calo+Tracko
SuperNEMO

Xenon TPCs
EXO
NEXT

Liquid Scintillator
CANDLES, CAMEO, SNO+

Experimental techniques



The energy signature

Energy resolution is a MUST
One is tipically aiming to 
separate 5-7 orders of magnitude



Y. G. Zdesenko et al., J. Phys. G 30 (2004) 971-981

 ββ2ν background can only be separated 
from ββ0ν signal using energy resolution.

214Bi ?!

76Ge ββ0ν ?

Example: KK’s claim in Heidelberg-Moscow experiment.

Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., [arXiv: hep-ph/0302248].

Backgrounds other ββ2ν than become dominant if only total 
energy available: any energy deposition under signal peak fakes 

the signal.  Need extra handles!!

Resolution only may not be 
enough



The natural radioactivity chains (or, the 
experimentalist nightmare)



The 222Rn nightmare



The problem of scaling

Modular detectors must
be duplicated

Price & effort scales linearly

Backgrounds (proportional
to surfaces) scale linearly



Time Projection Chamber: invented by D. Nygren in the 1970’s. 
Can be seen as an electronic bubble chamber.
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The TPC detector

requires a noble gas to operate

charged particles traversing TPC ionize 
gas leaving a track

If track stops inside TPC then its energy 
is calorimetrically measured (with good 
resolution)

Large volume possible (thus large mass)

No surfaces in fiducial volume for 
background ions to attach to



Why a Xe TPC
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Good ionization detecting medium. 
Provides also scintillation light. Can be 
large (scalability).

Xenon is a noble gas: easy to enrich, 
purify and manipulate.

No long-lived isotopes that can be 
activated. 

Xe-136 has a slow ββ2ν mode.

No surfaces/wires for 214Bi to attach to.

Kinematical signature (Observe two 
electrons)

Ba++ tagging using optical spectroscopy.



Liquid Xenon: EXO

 - Mass scalability (compact detector).
 - Ba+ tagging.

 - Energy resolution.
 - Lost of tracking capabilities.

- Good energy resolution.
- Mass scalability.
- Ba+ tagging and event kinematics.

 - Equalization & calibration
-   Mechanics

Gas Xenon: Gotthard

Xe TPC





EXO does not discriminate gammas from two electrons!

Backgrounds for EXO



A Xe detector for the NEXT generation
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PIDAn spaguetti with two meat
balls

kinematical signature allows
to reject non bb backgrounds

EXO: gammas will fake the 
signal

GXE: Tracks are seen, gamma 
need to convert in fiducial 
volume to be a background

Plus, signature of two 
electron different from 
single electron. Extra 
rejection



Scaling a TPC

No modules! Win with L3. Pay with L2 (for 
electronics) No internal surfaces! 
Target=detector!



Ettore Majorana meets his shadow

The neutrino, as Ettore Majorana himself is 
a misterious particle. 

Why Did Majorana dissapear? Did he commit 
suicide? Did he choose to vanish, to retire 
from the world, to become a shadow?

If so, he could be still alive, 100+ years old 
and still wandering if the neutrino is its 
own antiparticle its own shadow

Maybe the answer can come soon. The NEXT 
generation of bb0nu experiment may answer 
the question...



Perhaps Ettore Majorana will meet his shadow
at Canfranc 


